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The radiation produced by a hollow, non-neutral, rotating, relativistic E layer propagating inside
a coaxial cylindrical drift tube has been investigated theoretically and experimentally. The
measured radiation spectrum is very broadband in agreement with theory, though a shift in the
spectrum can be achieved by a preloaded azimuthal density structure.

PACS numbers: 52.80.Vp, 52.60. + h,
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FIG. I. Schematic of the University of Maryland rotating E layer micro
wave generation system.

The post cusp hollow beam propagates down a coaxial wave·
guide system formed by inner and outer conducting cylindri·
cal walls between which the E layer travels. We theorize that
the beam forms azimuthal clumps due to the negative mass
effect, and subsequently radiates as coherent synchrotron
radiation. The radiation is seen at the end of the waveguide
when the frequency of such radiation is above the cutoff
frequency of the cylindrical waveguide system. Further-
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sage through the cusp, the hollow rotating E layer has nomi·
nal properties of2-MeV particle energy, 1-2-kA, and 5-10.
ns pulse width. The beam is radially thin and axially long
because the magnetic field setting is generally 50 G or so
below the cutoff magnetic field. Since the beam is fairly ten·
uous, the rotating azimuthal velocity is that ofaxis-encir
cling cyclotron motion,

v"o = rrfUc = raeBaimyo, (1)

where ro is the cathode radius, Bo the uniform downstream
magnetic field, and Yo the relativistic mass ratio, i.e.,
mc2(yo - I) = eVo~2 MeV. The axial velocity depends on
the magnetic field setting, and for balanced cusped fields is
given by

vz.O/c = [(n - I)/n - (raeBaimeron"2, (2)

from which we see a "cutoff' field of

The production of very-high-power bursts of micro
wave radiation by coupling the output of high-current rela
tivistic electron accelerators to conventional microwave de
vices (Klystrons, Backward Wave Oscillators, and
Magnetrons) has been reported by several groups during the
past few years. I

-
5 Many of these experiments have reported

conversion efficiencies ofelectron beam power to microwave
power comparable to those achieved in conventional devices
working at much lower power levels. The successful applica
tion ofhigh-power electron accelerators for the efficient gen
eration ofmicrowave radiation has led to the investigation of
several new concepts aimed at intense microwave and milli
meter wave production. These new concepts are designed to
produce radiation at frequencies attractive for such diverse
applications as plasma heating and atmospheric propaga
tion. These new ideas include gyrotrons,6 free-electron la
sers,7 and radiation from nonneutral rotating E layers,8.9 the
subject of this report.

The loss ofelectron energy to radiation in rotating elec
tron rings and E layers has been reported by several groups
during the past decade, 1~12 usually as part of studies aimed
at reducing this radiated energy in order to maintain beam
quality. In the work reported here, theory and experiment
undertaken with the goal of characterizing and maximizing
the microwave radiation from such rotating E layers is re
ported. Initial studies of the microwave radiation from a ro
tating E layer were reported by Granatstein et 01., 8 and a
theoretical analysis of the resonant interaction between
beam modes and the TE and TM modes of the vacuum drift
chamber in such a system were reported by Spra~gle. 13 A
more complete experimental study of this radiation produc
tion (and its suppression when so desired) was reported by
Destler et 01.,9 and subsequent theoretical analysis has been
provided by several groups. 14.15

In Fig. 1, a schematic is shown of the experimental sys
tem that is used in our studies of microwave generation. The
diode is composed ofa thin annular cathode ofmean radius 6
cm and an anode plate through which the beam passes into
the cusped magnetic field. The nominal diode properties are
2-MV, 2(}-30-kA, and 2(}-30-ns pulse width. The cusped
magnetic field is formed by oppositely driven current coils
and an iron plate. A typical axial magnetic field profile is
shown in Fig. 1 where we see the field is essentially uniform
in a region immediately downstream of the cusp. After pas-

I. INTRODUCTION
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The basic equations used in examining the linear elec
tromagnetic stability of the system are the single particle
orbit equations and Maxwell's equations. These equations
are, respectively,

Ri

Rototing E Loyer;
ne• vrf>o. vzo

and

d
m - yv = - e(E + v X B)

dt
(4)

and

where m, - e are the rest mass and charge of a beam elec
tron, y = (I - {3 ~ - {3; - {3 ~) - liZ is the relativistic mass
ratio with Vr = {3rc = r, v~ = {3~c = r¢>, Vz = {3zc = i as the
velocity components in cylindrical coordinates, (r,I,6,z),E,B
are the electric and magnetic fields in the system, andp,J are
the beam charge and current densities.

The equilibrium steady-state system is described math
ematically by the conditions a lat,alal,6,alaz = O. Under
these conditions, plus the assumption of a tenuous beam,
that i.s, the beam self fields are ignorable, Eq. (4) gives the
beam equilibrium properties as

vr=vrQ = 0,

Y-Yo = (1 _{3~)-1/2 = (1-{3;o _{3~)-I/Z,'

where Bo is the uniform applied axial magnetic field. We
further assume that the beam is thin such that the beam
density is given by nb = ns .5(r - ro), where n, is the surface
particle density of the beam. Thus our system is a thin, ten
uous rotating E layer that also propagates along an applied
magnetic field between two concentric coaxial conductors of
radii Ri,Ro' as shown in Fig. 2.

The stability of the system is examIned by linearizing
Eqs. (4) and (5). The orbit equation is linearized as

r = ro+ rM,z,t),

1,6 = 1,60 + (flo/yo)t + I,6M,z,t), (7)

z = Zo + vzat + zMJ,z,t),

where subscript "one" variables are assumed small com
pared to subscript "zero" (equilibrium) values. The linear
ized particle velocities become

(6)

(Sa)

(5b)

(
z laZ) aJ IV --- E=}lo-+-Vp,

CZ at Z at Eo

t 1 aZ
)VZ -2'-z B= -}loVXJ,

c at
more, we expect an enhancement of radiation at frequencies
associated with the various waveguide modes.

In this paper, a theoretical treatment identical in for
malism to Sprangle13 of the linear stability of a thin, dilute,
rotating E layer propagating in a coaxial waveguide system
is presented in Sec. II. Results ofexperimental studies of the
radiation production in such a system are presented in Sec.
III. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV.

To study some of the properties associated with micro
wave generation from a rotating E layer traveling in a coaxial
waveguide system, we consider the model whose geometry is
shown in Fig. 2. The coaxial waveguide consists of ideal in
ner and outer concentric cylindrical conducti~g walls of
radii R j and Ro' respectively.The thin E layer of radius ro is
concentric with the conducting cylinders and has a mean
azimuthal velocity v~o ={3~oc and mean axial velocity
V,o = {3zac and a relativistic mass ratio
Yo = (I - {3;0 - {3~)-l/Z. The entire system is immersed in
a uniform axial magnetic field Bo.

We examine the linear electromagnetic stability of this
system in the limit of a tenuous beam at the condition for
resonant interaction between a beam wave and the various
TE and TM modes ofthe coaxial cylindrical waveguide.
Such an interaction can be depicted as shown in Fig. 3, where
a typical waveguide mode and beam mode are plotted in an
w·k, diagram. At the interaction points indicated (k z- ,(U-)

and (k,+ ,(U+), we have "resonant interaction". If these are
both unstable, a backward (w-) and forward (w+) growing
wave are produced. If no intersection of the two modes oc
curs, then a resonant interaction is not possible and the pro
ceeding analysis will indicate no unstable wave. This is not to
imply that only resonant interactions are unstable but to in
~icate the properties ofsuch unstable interactions by analyz
Ing the relatively simple resonant interaction.

II. THEORY

FIG. 2. Geometry of the model.

(9)

(8)

Linearizing the electric and magnetic fields as

E = &E(r,,p,z,t ),

B = Boz + &B(r,l,6,z,t ),

Fourier decomposing in the 1,6,z,t coordinates as
expi(ll,6 + kzz - wt l, the linearized particle positions
become

'7
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FIG.3Grah· Id " f .. .rn . pIca escnplton 0 resonant mteraclton between a wavegUIde
Ode and a beam mode.
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(lOa)

- _ ie [ flo - .( 1M fl ~ 2)-. ( fl~)-rcI/Jl - n 2 -If, - oE, -I~ + -:I!3 ¢o oE¢ + i!3¢o!3zO ifli - - oEz
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(lOb)

and

where

D7 = ifli(ifli - fl~/ra), If, =w -lflo/yo - kzvzO ,

YzO = (I -!3~)-I, r;o = (I -!3;0)-1,

and the variables with bar or tildes represent the Fourier
decomposed amplitude that depend on r. In the same way,
the z component of the linearized Maxwell equations
becomes

(19)

A. TE coaxial mode

The fields for the TE coaxial waveguide can be deter
mined from the Bz field with Ez = O. This field is given by

. oBz = CG'/(alnr/Ro) expi(/¢J + kzz - W(), (15)

where

CG' ,(a,nrIRo)= CJ,(a,nrIRo)+ DN,(a'nrIRo), (161

J"N, are Bessel functions of first and second kind and
(a ln IRo)2 = W 2/c2 - k;. Applying appropriate boundary
conditions leads to a determination of the eigenvalues a'n'
given by the solution to

J;(aln)N i(a,nRjRol - J;(a,nRjRolN;(a'n) = O. . (171

Thus for each I, n = 1,2,... , which represents a radial mode
number. Using Eq. (15), computing the other TE fields,
E"E¢.B,.B¢, and performing the manipulations as outlined
above, the following modified dispersion relation is
obtained:

w2- k ;c2- a7nc21R ~ = (2w~/yoD 7)E7n [~n CG'7(X ,n )
+ ~n CG'/(Xln)CG';(x'n) + C;n CG';2(x'n)], (18)

where

E7n = [77~(1-/2Ix7n77~lCG'7(x'n770)

- 77~(I - 121x 7n 77nCG'7(X'n 77,)] - 1,

~n = [X ln If/(flo _ I w - :zVz" )]2,
Yo X'n

Ii = 2x .1, flo (flo -I w - kzvzO )
In In '1'1 2

~
. Yo Yo I lflo)Xln

X w-kzvzO ---,
2 Yo

I
TE and TM coaxial waveguide fields, Fourier decomposed.
We substitute these fields into both sides ofEq. (11), multiply
the equation by the axial component of the field and by rdr,
and then integrate from R; to Ro to obtain a modified disper
sion relation to the empty waveguide due to the' presence of
the tenuous beam. The following analytical results are
obtained.

(13)

(lib)

(l1a)

( ~ I a 12
w

2
)-_+ + __ k 2 oE

ar r ar r c2 z z

k 
- ijJ.oW oJz + j~ op,

Eo

(
a2 I a 12 w2 ) -+----+--k; oBz
ar r ar r c2

= - jJ.o(~.!.... r oJ¢ -!.!.... OJ,),
r ar r

where, with the aid of the continuity equation, the linearized
charge and current densities are given by

op = u1o(r - ro) + en.o'(r - ro)'" (12a)

l)J = - en.o(r - ro)v, + u1o(r - ro)vo+ en.o'(r - ro)"vo,
(12b)

with

17 = en (IfI -lflo/yo 'I + 'II + 'k -)I s I ¥' I I zZ I .

Ifl ro

In our analysis, we apply the continuity equation for the
prescribed particle motion, whereas in Ref. 13 an indepen
dent charge conservation relationship is derived. This differ
ence first appears in Eq. (13) where our coefficient of ,/rois
replaced by "I" in the Ref. 13 analysis. In the final results for
growth rates [Eqs. (21) and (28)], this effect appears in the
terms (I - J2lx7n)1/3 and (I -/2IY7n)1/3, respectively. We
find that this factor is not substantial.

The linearized velocity components after Fourier de
composition are

(14)

Vz1 -- - ilf,i l ·

Our procedure for solving these linearized equations is
as follows. We assume the perturbed fields are the various

and

w~ = e2n,lrnEoro,770 = Ro/ro,77i = R,lro,x'n = a,nro/Ro·
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(21)
where

For the specific case of resonant beam-waveguide mode in
teraction, mathematically given by

W=O::Wo = Inalyo + kzvzO = (k ~C2 + a~nc2lR ~)1/2, (20)

the above dispersion relation can be solved for a growth rate
r TE ==fnzW. The result is I

gi.,E = - ; X:n[J ;(a ln ~:P;(X'n) - J ;(x,n)N ;(a ln ~:)] [J Ha,n)N ;(x,n )- J ;(X In )N ;(aln )]

X {'&[J;'(a,n)N;(a ,n ~) - N;'(aln)J;(a ,n ~)] - ~[J;-(aln ~i )N;(a,n )- N;-(a 'n ~i YHa ,n )]} -I,

ro Ro Ro ro 0 0 (22)

and at resonance, we have
I
by

with

where Crt I has the same form as in Eq. (16). Applying the
appropriate boundary conditions allows the determination
of the eigenvalues fJln , given by the solution to

Ino .,2 fJ [(I no )2 2 C
2

]1/2 (23)Wo=-rzO± zOYzO -YzO -aln - 2 '
Yo Yo R 0

Ino .,2 fJ [(I no )2 2 c
2

]1/2kzc=-rzO zO ±YzO -YzO -aln -R2 '
Yo Yo 0

and

vlyo = w~~!2YoC2.

From Eq. (23), we require for resonance that lfJ~oYzO >Xln .

Ez = Crt I( fJln rlRo)expi(lr{> + kzz - wt), (24)

B. TM coaxial mode

The fields for the TM coaxial waveguide modes can be
determined from the Ez field with Bz = O. This field is given

I

Proceeding as in the TE mode, the following modified dis
persion relation is obtained:

(26)

where

(27)

with

Yin =fJ,nraiRo'

For resonant beam-waveguide mode interaction, the above dispersion relation can be simplified and a growth rate
r TM =:=Imw computed:

r TM = F ([I(nalYo)YzO)]2-fJ~nC2IR~)1/3[hTM(I_~)]1/3
( I )1/3 ('lQ )2/3 n.,2 In 2 'We V Yo 'IJ~O ( alYo)worzO Yin

where

(28)

h i.,M = ;:Yln k(fJln ~JN/(Yln) - NI(fJln ~JJI(Yln)] [JI(fJ'n)NI(Yln) - JI(Yln)N/(fJln)]

X { ~: [J; (fJln )NI(fJln ~J-N; (fJln )JI(fJln ~J] - ~~ [J ;(fJln ~JNI (fJln) - N;( fJln ~~ yl (fJln)]} - I

(29)
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and at resonance
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FIG. 5. Nonnalized TE growth rate [Eq. (21)] for beam properties ro = 6,
fJ", = 0.0, '0 = 6 em, ,o/Ro = 0.8, R, = 0.0 vs frequency. Note W- = {<l+.

(a) Full spectrum for 1</<80, (b) 0--20 GHz, and Icj2D-40 GHz.

function of various system parameters. In Fig. 4, the beam
properties are fixed at Yo = 6, (3zO = 0.2, and ro = 6 em. In
Fig. 4(a), the n = 1 growth rate is plotted versus harmonic
number I with roiRoas a parameter. We have only plotted
the "backward" traveling wave (k z- ,w-), as shown in Fig. 3.
We see thai for a given r01R othere is no resonant interaction
for low harmonic numbers. The interaction begins when

I> x I. / (3¢> 0 YzO' However, once resonance can occur, the lin
ear growth is fairly constant for beams near the outer wall for
1<;1<;80. In Fig. 4(b), roiRois fixed at 0.8 and all radial mode
numbers are examined for stability in the region 1<;1<80. We
see that as the n = 1 mode growth rate falls at larger I, the
n = 2 radial mode becomes unstable for I ~ 41, and finally at
1-75, the n = 1, 2, and 3 modes are all unstable. Thus We
expect a fairly broad spectrum of unstable modes once the
condition for the n = 1 mode is satisfied. In Figs. 4(c)'and
4(d), the results are plotted versus rolRowith harmonic num
ber I a parameter. Again, the lack of resonance at low har
monic numbers is seen for beams located nearer to the outer
wall.

In Figs. 5 and 6, the results are plotted as a function of
frequency and specifically in the region from 0-20 and 20-40
GHz for comparison (qualitatively) with the experiment. In
Fig. 5, the beam parameters are Yo = 6, ro = 6 em,
roiRo= 0.8, and{3zO = 0.0. For this case, we see that both
the "forward" and "backward" unstable waves occur at ex
actly the same frequency; thus each point represents both the
lJJ - and lJJ + growth rates. The entire unstable spectrum is
shown in Fig. 5(a) where we see the first unstable mode is
1= 7 for n = 1, 1= 41 for n == 2, and I = 74 for n = 3. The
frequency region covered by X band is shown in Fig. 5(b) and
that by Ka band in Fig. 5(c). Only the n = 1 radial mode is
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FIG. 4. Nonnalized TE growth rate [Eq. (21)] for beam properties ro = 6,
fJ", = 0.2, '0 = 6 em, and R, = 0.0 vs (a) hannonic number / for n = I,
W = W - mode with,0/Ro a parameter, (b) hannonic number / for
,o/Ro= 0.8,w = W- mode with n a parameter, (c),o/Roforn = I, W = W

mode with / a parameter, and (d) '0/Ro for n = 2, W = W - mode with / a
parameter.
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] 1/2
zC = - zO(zO ± yzO l-yzO -{3:. -2 '
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and for resonance to occur, we require 1{3¢> 0 YzO >YI•.

In Figs. 4-12, graphical resuts are presented of the lin
ear growth rates for the waveguide-beam mode resonant in
teractions as given in Eqs. (21) and (28) as a function ofvar
ious beam and system parameters. We find that an inner
conductor for given beam properties and fixed outer conduc
tor radius has very little effect unless the inner conductor is
extremely close to the beam. With'this in mind, we first pre
sent results for a hollow waveguide and show the growth rate
dependence on harmonic number I, outer wail radius Ro, and
axial beam velocity {3zO. We specifically display the results as
a function of frequency over the spectrum examined in the
experiment, i.e., X and Ka bands. Finally, we display the
effects of the inner conductor. We normalize our growth
rates to lJJc (v/yo) 113 = (eBoImyo)(v/yo) 113. Thus, for a given
Yo and beam radius ro, we see that as{3zO varies, Bo varies
appropriately according to Eq. (6). However, for the range of
(3zO covered in our graphs, there is very little change in Bo,
i.e., about 30 G out of 1680 G.

In Figs. 4-6, the results of the TE resonant interaction,
Eq. (21), are presented for a hollow waveguide R j '= 0 as a

f.'~f., -I nO.;2 ±{3 [(I no )2 {32 c
2

]1/2~-~o - - (zO zOYzO - YzO - I. -2 '
Yo Yo R 0
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observed in the less than 2Q-GHz region while both the n = 1
and n = 2 radial modes are seen in the 20--40-GHz region.

In Fig. 6, the beam's axial velocity isfJ.. = 0.2 while all
other beam parameters remain the same as in Fig. 5. Now the
w - and w + unstable modes are seen not to be coincident but
are shifted below and above the [we frequency. Explicitly,
the [ = 10 mode is labeled in Fig. 6(b) while the [ = 30 mode
is labeled in Fig. 6(c). Thus, when P.. = 0, the .points co
alesce, whereas for finite fJ.. , the two modes w - and w +

separate with the separation becoming greater with larger

FIG. 9. Normalized TM growth rate [Eq. (28)) for beam properties Yo = 6,
p", = 0.2". = 6cm, ,o/Ro = 0.8,R, = O.Ovsfrequency. Note",- ,!w+. (a)
Full spectrum for I<1<;80 and (b) 20-40 GHz.
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FIG. 12. Normalized TM growth rate [Eq. (28)) for beam properties Yo = 6,
ro= 6 em, r01Ro= 0.7S, R;IRo= O.S vs harmonic number I for the n = I

w = w- mode with axial velocity P", a parameter. (w", is value ofw, wh~
p",=O.O.)

f3z.O. We still may observe a strong interaction at a given fre
quency; however, from these results, they would have to be
interpreted as different I numbers. As an example, in Fig.
6(c), we see the I = 30- mode is very close to the I = 25+
mode, etc.

In Figs. 7-9, the results ofthe TM resonant interaction,
Eq. (28), are presented for a hollow waveguide, R; = O. They
are displayed in exactly the same format as the TE results.
The most significant difference is that resonant interaction
does not occur until larger harmonic numbers are reached,
i.e., at higher frequencies for the same beam and conducting
wall geometry. In fact, for ralRo = 0.8, no unstable modes
are seen for less than about 200Hz. The magnitude of the
growth rates are the same as for the TE mode. In combining
the results of the TE and TM resonant interaction, we would
conclude that the less than 20-0Hz spectrum involves un
stable modes that are TE in nature and only the n = I radial
mode, whereas the 20-40-0Hz spectrum involves TE and
TM modes with n = 1and 2 for the TE waves and n = I for
the TM waves. Including the effects of finite f3zO , we would

expect some discreteness in the power spectrum in the X
band frequency region but considerably less discreteness in
the Ka-band frequency region.

In Figs. 10 and 11, the effects of an inner conductor on
the TE and TM resonant interaction are shown. The beam
parameters are Yo = 6, ro = 6 cm, f3zO = 0.2, and
ralRo = 0.75 in both figures. Also, only the results for the
n = I and w- mode are displayed. For the TE mode, Fig. 10,
the hollow waveguide result is effectively obtained for
R,IRoSO.65, and substantial change is observed only when
0.7 <R,IRo <0.75, that is, when the inner conductor is at
the beam radius. For the TM mode, Fig. 11, the inner con
ductor has to be even closer before any substantial change is
seen.

In Fig. 12, an appropriately normalized growth rate is
plotted to show the effect of finite f3z.O. Though there is a
decrease in growth rate asf3zO increases, there is little change
in the spectrum for the choice of system parameters chosen
except as indicated aboVe!

III. EXPERIMENT

FIG. 13. General experimental configuration.
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FOR VARYING L zIRON PLATEANOll£ PLATE

The experiments were performed at the University of
Maryland's Charged Particle Beam Facility. The apparatus
used IS shown schematically in Fig. 13. A coil pair forms the
upstream halfofa cusp magnetic field, and a solenoidal set of
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FIG. II. Normalized TM growth rate [Eq. (28)) for beam properties Yo = 6,
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w = w- mode with inner conductor radius a parameter, R;IR... (w", is value
of w, when p", = 0.0.)
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FIG. 14. (a) Radiated power in X-band (7-12 GHz) vs cusp ma!.netic field
for two different peak electron beam energies. (bl Mean radius R and outer
radius Roof the beam as a function ofaxial position downstream ofthe cusp.
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cutoff of radiation occurs at higher applied magnetic fields
for the higher energy cases, a result consistent with the fact
that higher cusp fields are required, in this case, to prevent
beam transmission through the cusp. 16 It is also evident that
the highest radiated power is observed for the lower beam
energy. The spectral content of this radiation is discussed in
Sec. III.

Time integrated photographs of the light emitted when
the downstream beam strikes a graphite-covered acrylic
beamstop have been used to measure the mean beam radius
ifand outer radius R o' as a function of axial position in the
drift chamber. Results of these studies for the 2.0- and 2.5
MeV cases are plotted in Fig. 14(b). The magnetic field was
chosen so that the axial beam velocity in each case was ap
proximately 0.3 c. It is readily seen that the loss of mean
beam radius as the beam propagates is much greater in the
2.0-MeV case than in the 2.5-MeV case. This result is cOnsis
tent with the higher power levels observed for the 2.O-MeV
case. If the total loss in mean beam radius is due to radiated
energy, the total radiated power should be about 109 W.
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coils located around the downstream drift chamber provides
the other halfof the cusp. The solenoidal coils also provide a
uniform field region where the beam propagates. Here beam
modes couple with the modes of the hollow waveguide
formed by the drift chamber. A soft iron plate has been in
serted between these two coils to shorten the cusp field tran
sition region.

In operation, a hollow cylindrical beam of 25-ns dura
tion, full width at half-maximum (FWHM), is emitted from
the circular knife-edge cathode of 6-cm radius. The cathode
is made of tantilum or carbon. The electrons travel approxi
mately 7.5 cm to a brass anode disc attached to the iron plate.
The anode disc has an annular slit of 6-cm mean radius
through which the electrons pass into the downstream re
gion. During this transversal from the cathode to the down
stream region, the electrons feel a vz XB r force, which acts to
convert the axial velocity ofthe beam electrons into rotation
al velocity, thereby producing a rotating ring of electrons.
Some control over the amount ofelectrons propagating into
the downstream region may be achieved by varying the an
nular slit width, while control over the energy ofthe particles
may be achieved by varying the diode voltage.

Typical values used in the experiment were a diode volt
age of 2.5 MV and a diode current of 10 kA. The magnetic
field was varied over the range 800-1500 G. A vacuum of
about 10-5 Torr was maintained upstream and downstream
of the cusp transition. The hollow rotating E layer propagat
ingin the downstream region (typically, 2.5 MeV, 1-2 kA, 2
5 ns) is guided by the uniform magnetic field provided by the
solenoidal coils. The chamber itself is a 3-m long, 15-
cm diam aluminum cylinder, which forms the permanent
outer conducting boundary for all experiments. Various in
ner conductors may be inserted into the downstream drift
chamber on axis.

The radiated power spectrum for the experiment is ob
tained using the setup shown in Fig. 13. The downstream
end of the drift chamber is flared to allow a smooth transi
tion ofTE and TM waveguide modes into free-space TEM
modes. A pair of receiving horns and dispersive lines (X _
band, 7-12 GHz and Ka band, 24-40 GHz) oflength 34 and
24 m, respectively, are placed a known distance beyond the
acrylic endplate. Microwaves are transmitted through these
lines through calibrated attenuators to calibrated detectors.
The total radiation may be calculated by taking into account
the solid angle subtended by the receiving horns and the
attenuation curves for the dispersive lines. The frequency
content may be determined from their dispersion
characteristics.

A. Hollow guide experiments

The coupling of unstable beam modes into the TE and
TM waveguide modes of an open-ended hollow cylindrical
waveguide (15-cm diam) has been studied extensively. The
total radiated power in X band has been measured as a func
tion of applied cusp magnetic field, and is plotted in Fig.
14(a) for different injected beams with peak energies of 2.0
and 2.5 MV, respectively. Peak injected current in both cases
is in the range of 1-2 kA. It is interesting to note that the

B. Effect of inner conducting boundaries

In order to study the effect of different conducting
boundary systems on the radiated power, three different
configurations were used. The conductors were inserted in
the downstream drift chamber on axis. These were (1) asolid
inner conductor of 5.0-cm-diam, (2) a solid inner conductor
of7.5-cm-diam, and (3) a 8.75-cm-diam "squirrel cage" con
ductor designed to allow image charge but not azimuthal
image currents. Previous experiments have shown that such
a configuration provides axial focusing of the beam elec-
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FIG. 15. Radiated power in X band for various conducting boundary
configurations.

FIG. 16. Typical radiated power spectra in X band and Ka band for the I.
= 12 and I. = 40 anodes.

D. Effect of finite axial length

(3) To exert greater control over the radiated power
spectrum, it may be necessary to tailor the downstream
waveguide towards the excitation of a particular mode.
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FIG. 17. Total radiated power in X band and Ka band vs cusp magnetic field
for the I. = 12 and I. = 40 anodes.

In an attempt to fix the axial wavelength of the radi
ation and thereby control the radiated power spectrum, a
movable conducting endwall was introduced into the sys
tem, as shown in Fig. 13. A small rectangular aperture in the
endwall was used to couple radiation out of the fixed length
cavity where it propagated to the end ofthe system guided by
the IS-cm drift tube.

C. Effects of preloaded azimuthal density structure

By passing the beam through an anode plate with a giv
en number of azimuthally spaced transmission apertures lo
cated at the beam radius, a preloaded beam density structure
may be imparted to the beam prior to the cusp field. In this
manner, some control over the beam-waveguide mode cou
pling may be exercised. In the experiment, two anode plates,
with fA = 12 and fA = 40 apertures, respectively, were used.
As the electron cyclotron frequency is about 800 MHz in
these experiments, the fA = I2 anode was chosen to maxi
mize radiation in the X band while the fA = 40 anode was
designed to maximize Ka-band radiation. The actual beam
transmission area was 28% higher for the fA = 12 anode
than for the fA = 40 anode. Typical power spectra and plots
of the total power in each band as a function ofapplied mag
netic field are shown in Figs. 16 and 17, respectively. Several
features are apparent from these measurements.

(I)As expected, the radiated power in X band is greater
for the IA = 12 case than for the IA = 40 case, while the radi
ated power in Ka band is greater for the IA = 40 case despite
the reduced anode transmission area.

(2) While some control over the radiated power spec
trum has been achieved, in both cases the greatest radiated
power appears to be at frequencies between 12 and 24 GHz.
This result is consistent with the theoretical studies that indi
cate that the TM modes do not occur for frequencies below
about 16 GHz.

trons. 15 The total radiated power in X band has been mea
sured as a function of applied cusp field for each of these
configurations and is plotted in Fig. IS. It is evident that the
highest radiated power levels are observed when an inner
conductor is present and that larger diameter inner conduc
tors seem to result in greater radiation production. Although
the highest radiated powers are observed in the squirrel cage
configuration, it is not clear from the results whether this is
due to the changed boundary conditions or simply the larger
diameter of the squirrel cage conductor.
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between beam modes and TE and TM waveguide modes of
the drift chamber predicts a broadband radiation spectrum
in reasonable agreement with experimental observations. (2)
Experimental measurements of the radiation spectrum indi
cate that substantial radiated power is produced at frequen
cies in the range 12-24 GHz, a result consistent with the
theoretical analysis, which shows that the TM modes should
begin to be observed at about 16 GHz. (3) It is apparent that
some control over the radiation spectrum may be achieved
by either providing a preloaded azimuthal density struCture
to the beam or by using a finite length drift chamber to fix the
axial wavelength of the radiation.
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FIG. 18. Radiated power in X band for a finite length cylindrical drift
chamber. (a) Radiated power vs axial length of the chamber. (b) Power
spectrum at L, = 8 em.

Total radiated power in the X band as a function of the
axial cavity length L z is plotted in Fig. 18(a). It is evidentthat
radiated power is maximum at L z = 8 cm. The radiated out
put spectrum in X l;>and is plotted for this case in Fig. 18(b).
While further work remains to be done in this area, it is
apparent that, by fixing the axial length of the system and
thereby the axial wavelength of the cavity, individual modes
may be excited. It is important to note, however, that total
radiated power is much lower in this case, perhaps due to a
relatively poor efficiency ofcoupling the radiation out of the
system.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions to be drawn from this work are:
(I) The theoretical analysis.of possible resonant interactions
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